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Chapter 2: Nuclear Chemistry Vocabulary 

• Alpha Particles – a nuclear particle that contains two protons and two
neutrons

• Artificial Transmutation – bombardment of an atom with particles or
rays

• Beta Particle – a nuclear particle with zero mass and a negative charge
• Bombardment - direct a high-speed stream of particles at (a substance)
• Chain reaction – a reaction in which one of the products can also serve as

one of the reactants, self sustaining once begun
• Fission – the splitting of a nucleus to form smaller fragments

• Fusion – small nuclei combine to form a larger nucleus

• Gamma Ray – high energy electromagnetic radiation
• Half – Life – The time required for half the nuclei in a sample of a

specific isotope to undergo radioactive decay (TABLE N)

• Natural Transmutation – radioactive decay

• Nuclear Decay – the general term for any of several processes (alpha
emission, beta emission, fission etc.) that an unstable nucleus can undergo
in order to achieve stability.

• Penetrating Power – the ability of radiation to pass through objects
• Radioactivity – materials that give off rays or radiation
• Radiation – penetrating rays and particles emitted (released) by a

radioactive source. (TABLE O)
• Radioisotopes – nuclei of unstable isotopes
• Radioactive Decay – when an unstable nucleus releases energy by

emitting radiation
• Transmutation – conversion of one element to another element
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Nuclear 

Radiation	
Chemistry 200 

Video Lesson 2.1 

Objectives	
• Explain how an unstable nucleus releases energy.
• Describe the three main types of nuclear radiation.
• Describe what determines the type of decay a

radioisotope undergoes. 

Radioactivity	
• Substances that spontaneously emit

(give off) radiation
• Radiation: rays and particles

emitted by a radioactive
substance
o Unstable nuclei release

radiation (which means they
decay)

• Radioisotopes: nuclei of unstable
isotopes

Stability of Nuclei	
• Large Atoms

o Elements with an atomic number greater
than 83 are naturally radioactive.

• Small atoms
oWhen an atom’s mass is not its typical

mass
oC-13 & C-14

Number of neutrons is 
important to nuclear 
stability.  

Neutron : Proton Ratio 
1:1 (1:1.5) for 
stability 
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Types of Radiation	 Types of Radiation	
• These three types of radiation deflect differently as

the pass between a pair of electrically charged 
plates. 

Penetrating Power	

Because of their mass and charge, alpha particles	

Are the least penetrating of the three main types of radiation	

Mass	

Charge	 Charge	 Charge	

Mass	 Mass	

 	
  

Natural 

Transmutation	

Chemistry 200 
Nuclear Chemistry  
Video Lesson 2.2 

 	

How do we recognize & write out Natural 
Transmutation reactions? 	

Objective:	
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An unstable nucleus spontaneously decays to form products that are 

	 	more stable by emiDing radiation.	

This process is called Natural Transmutation because it 	

	occurs on its own w/o any outside influence	

Natural Transmutation	

-  isotopes of new elements may form due to 	

	the nuclei becoming unstable	

There are 3 types of natural transmutation:	

	Alpha Decay 	
	Beta Decay	
	Positron Emission	

-  when nuclei of unstable atoms emit radiation  

	naturally & form a new substance	

Don’t break the Laws!!!!	
  
The Laws of Conservation of Mass & Charge	

- in a nuclear reaction, Mass & Charge must be conserved	

226Ra à 222Rn  +  4He	

 88
		 		

86
	 	

2	

 	 	

 	

Alpha Decay:	 when an unstable nucleus (alpha emiDer) 	

emits an alpha particle becomes more stable	

The following changes occur when a radioisotope undergoes	

	Alpha Decay:	

- this results in the formation of an atom of a 	

	different element	

238U --> 4He +	
92         	   2         

234Th	
90	

226Ra à 222Rn  +  4He	
  88

		
86

		
2	

4He	

2	

 	

Beta Decay:	
-  a beta emiDer, a nucleus that emits a beta particle	

		

		
The following changes occur when a radioisotope undergoes	

	Beta Decay:	

214Po à 214Bi  +  0e	
  82

		
83

		
-1	

14C --> 0e +	
6         	 -1       

14N	
  7 	

 	

Positron Emission:	
-  a nucleus emits a positron	

The following occurs when a radioisotope undergoes 	

	positron emission:	

37K à  37Ar  +  0e	
 19

		
18

		
 +1	

37Ca --> 0e +	
20 	    +1         

		

     37K	
      19 	
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Rules to determine the identity of an unknown reactant	
	or product in a nuclear rxn:	

1. Find the masses & charges of the known particles

using Table O & the periodic table if necessary	

2. Use the Law of Conservation of MaDer (mass) to obtain

	the mass of the unknown particle	

3. Use the Law of Conservation of Charge to obtain

	the charge of the unknown particle	

4. If the unknown particle is a form of radiation,

	find its symbol on Table O	

5. If the unknown particle is an element, find its

	symbol on the periodic table by matching  

	its nuclear charge w/the appropriate  

	atomic #	

   	
  

Artificial 

Transmutation	

&	

Nuclear Energy	

Chemistry 200 
Nuclear Chemistry  
Video Lesson 2.3 

 	

How is artificial transmutation used to 
produce nuclear energy?	

Objective:	  	

  

Artificial Transmutation	
Although a stable nucleus does not decay spontaneously, it 	

	can be collided w/ high-energy particles to cause	

	Artificial Transmutation	

Artificial Transmutation	

-  a transmutation that occurs from bombarding a nucleus	

	w/ high energy particles	

Two types of artificial transmutation:	

1. A charged particle (proton, alpha particle) is collided w/	

	 	a stable nucleus	

14N +  4He -->  1H  +  17O	

10B + 4He -->  13N  +  1n	

7Li  + 1H -->   8Be	

5          2 	                 7          0	
		

 3 1 	4	

7             2	             1 	8	

 	
6Li  +  1n  à 4He  +  3H	

3          0         2	                1	

32S  +  1n  à  32P  +  1H	

16        0          15         1	

59Co  +  1n  à  60Co	

27 	   0 	  27	

2. An uncharged particle (neutron) is collided w/ a 	

	stable nucleus	  	  
Particle Accelerator (atom smashers)	

-  devices called cyclotrons & synchrotrons use 	

	magnetic or electrostatic fields to speed up	

	protons & other charged particles-->	

-  large amts. of energy can be produced to allow 	

	protons or alpha particles to react w/  

	atomic  nuclei	
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  Nuclear rxns involve energies that are millions of times	

greater than ordinary chemical rxns.  Energies of these	

magnitudes are often the result of a conversion of mass	
into energy.  Due to this conversion, a small amount of	

mass is lost and we call this Mass Defect.	

	E = mc2

		

 	

Nuclear Energy	

  
  

There are 2 types of nuclear rxns that can produce these	

	extremely large quantities of energy:	

	 	Fission & Fusion	

1. Fission (to split)	
-  Uranium-235 or Plutonium-239 is struck w/ a neutron	

	causing the atom to split & release a large amt of	

	energy in the process	

-  this is used in nuclear reactors & atom bombs,  

	this energy is highly radioactive	

1n + 235U --> 236U --> 142Ba + 91Kr + 3 1n + energy	
0 92 92 56 36 0	

  Since the process of fission results in the production of 2 or more 

neutrons, a Chain Reaction can occur.	

Chain Reaction	
-  a series of reactions where each reaction is initiated by the 	

	energy produced in the previous reaction	

  
2. Fusion (to fuse, join)	

-  light nuclei are joined together to create a heavier	

	element (H-->He) along w/ the release of a large	

	amount of energy; this occurs in stars(sun) & in a hydrogen bomb	

-  not a possible source of energy production on earth due	

	to the very high temps (up to 150 million °C) & pressures 	

	(1000’s of atm) needed to overcome the repulsions btwn 	

	the nuclei	

- the energy produced is not highly radioactive	

	
4 1H    +  2 0e    à     4He   +   ENERGY  	

1 	    -1 	         2	
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Half Life	
Chemistry 200 

Video Lesson 2.4 

Objectives	
• Solve problems that involve half-life. 

Half Life	
• Definition

oHalf Life: is the time it takes for ½ of the
atoms of a radioisotope to decay.

o Table N

Table N	

Selected Radioisotopes	

Decay of 20.0 mg of 15O. What remains 
after 3 half-lives? After 5 half-lives?	

For each duration (half-life), one half of the substance 
decomposes. 

For example:  Ra-234 has a half-life of 3.6 days 

If you start with 50 grams of 
Ra-234 

After 3.6 days > 25 grams	

After 7.2 days > 12.5 grams	

After 10.8 days > 6.25 grams	
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Example	

• The half life of I-123 is 13 hr.  How much of a 64 mg 
sample of I-123 is left after 26 hours? 

t	

T	
=	

26	

13	

=	2	

# of Half Lives	

Mass or % or Fraction	

time	

½ life	

Cut in ½ 2 times	

64	 32	 16	

Ans: 16 mg 

Example	

• The half life of I-123 is 13 hr.  What is the fraction
remaining of I-123 after 26 hours? 

t	

T	
=	

26	

13	

=	2	

# of Half Lives	

Mass or % or Fraction	

time	

½ life	

Cut in ½ 2 times	

1	 1/2	1/4	

Ans: 1/4 

          Or	

(½ ) (½) = ¼ 	

Example	
• What is the half-life of a radioisotope it 25.0 grams of 

an original 200 gram sample of the isotopes remains 
unchanged after 11.46 days? 

200	100	50	 25	

11.46 days	

11.46	 3.82 days

3	

 =	

Example	
• There are 5.0 g of 131I left after 40.35 days. How

many grams were in the original sample? 

20 	10	 5 	

40.35	

8.021 d	
=	5	

40 	80 	160 	

ANS: 160 g	

Table N	

Uses for 

Radioisotopes	

Chemistry 200 
Nuclear Chemistry  
Video Lesson 2.5 

 	

How are radioisotopes helpful?	

Objective:	
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1. Medical - radioactive isotopes used in the medical 	

	field usually have short half-lives so they can 	

	quickly be eliminated from the body.	

Tracers – any radioisotope used to follow the path of a  

	material in a system.	

Iodine-131 	

- used for detection & treatment of 	

	thyroid disorders.	

Cobalt-60  	

- used to kill cancerous tumors & Anthrax (Cs-137)	

Technetium-99 	

- used in bone & brain scans	

 	
2. Radiodating

Organic material (previously living), is dated	

	using Carbon-14	

Inorganic material (never was living) is usually	

	dated w/ Uranium-238 or Phosphorus-40	

3. Commercial -
- radiation is used in many other 	

  applications from materials strength	

  testing (wing of 747) to extending	

  shelf life of fruits, vegetables & milk.	
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Practice(Packet:(Nuclear(Chemistry(

( http://mintzchemistry.weebly.com( (

Video&Lesson&1:&Nuclear&Radiation&
(
Isotopes:&Some(elements(come(in(several(different(forms.(Take(uranium,(for(example.(Most(
uranium(is(uraniumD238.(It(has(92(protons(and(146(neutrons((92(+(146(=(238).(But(there(
are(several(other(kinds(of(uranium.(They(all(have(92(protons,(but(the(number(of(neutrons(
differs.(They(are(isotopes(of(uranium.(Some(isotopes(are(more(stable(then(others.(These(
unstable(isotope(called(radioisotopes(and(will(decay(spontaneously(to(form(more(stable(
products.(As(a(general(rule(the(following(isotopes(are(radioisotopes(or(unstable: 

. Any(isotopes(with(an(atomic(number(greater(than(83(is(naturally(radioactive.((

. When(an(isotope(has(a(mass(that(is(not(its(typical(mass((the(mass(on(the(reference(table)(
is(radioactive.((

Fill(out(the(chart.(Give(the(correct(number(of(protons,(atomic(notation,(and(predict(the(
stability(of(each(isotope. 

(
(
(
(
(
(
(
(
(
(
(
(
(
(
(
(
(
(
(
(
(
(
(
(
(
(
(
(

Unstable(
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Video&Lesson&1:&Nuclear&Radiation&
&
Define&the&terms:&

1. Isotope:(
_________________________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________________(

2. Radiation:
( ________________________________________________________________________________________________
_
_________________________________________________________________________________________________(3. Radioactive(Decay:(
_________________________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________________(

4. List(2(types(of(radioactive(decay.((__________________________________________________________(
(

(
Complete(the(table(below(with(the(correct(information(about(each(type(of(radioactive(
emission.(
(
(
(
(
(
(
(
(
Which(of(the(following(radioactive(emissions((α,(β,(γ)(best(fit(the(following(statements?(
(

5. These(emissions(are(charged.(_______________________(
6. This(emission(is(the(most(massive.(_______________________(
7. This(emission(is(the(most(charged.(_______________________(
8. This(emission(is(dangerous(outside(the(body.(_______________________(
9. This(emission(us(stopped(by(thin(paper.(_______________________(
10. This(emission(can(travel(through(paper,(but(is(stopped(by(aluminum.(_________________(
11. This(emission(can(travel(through(fairly(thick(lead.(_______________________(

(
Multiple&Choice&

1. _____(Which(group(of(nuclear(emissions(is(listed(in(order(of(increasing(charge?(
1. Alpha(particle,(beta(particle,(gamma(radiation(
2. Gamma(radiation,(alpha(particle,(beta(particle(
3. Positron,(alpha(particle,(neutron(
4. Neutron,(positron,(alpha(particle(

(

& Charge& Atomic&Symbol&

Alpha& ( (
Beta& ( (
Gamma& ( (
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Practice(Packet:(Nuclear(Chemistry(

( http://mintzchemistry.weebly.com( (

2. _____(A(mixture(of(emissions(from(radioactive(atoms(is(passed(through(electrically(
charged(plates,(as(shown(in(the(diagram(below.((
(
(
(
(
(
(
The(nuclear(emission(1,(2,(and(3(are(called(respectively(

1. Gamma,(alpha,(beta(
2. Gamma,(beta,(alpha(
3. Alpha,(beta,(gamma(
4. Beta,(gamma,(alpha(

(
3. _____(Which(particle(has(the(greatest(mass?(

1. An(alpha(particle(
2. A(beta(particle(

3. A(neutron(
4. A(positron(

(
4. _____(Which(of(these(types(of(nuclear(radiation(has(the(greatest(penetrating(power?(

1. Alpha(
2. Beta(

3. Neutron(
4. Gamma(

(
5. _____(A(beta(particle(may(be(spontaneously(emitted(from((

1. A(groundDstate(electron(configuration(
2. A(stable(nucleus(
3. An(excited(electron(
4. An(unstable(nucleus(

(
Constructed&Response:&

( Nuclear(radiation(is(harmful(to(living(cells,(particularly(to(fastDgrowing(cells,(such(as(
cancer(cells(and(blood(cells.(An(external(beam(of(radiation(is(emitted(from(a(radioisotope(
can(be(directed(on(a(small(area(of(a(person(to(destroy(cancer(cells(within(the(body.(CobaltD
60(is(an(artificially(produced(radioisotope(that(emits(gamma(rays(and(beta(particles.(One(
hospital(keeps(a(100(g(sample(of(cobaltD60(in(an(appropriate,(secure(storage(container(for(
future(cancer(treatment.((

1. Compare(the(penetrating(power(of(the(two(emissions(from(the(CoD60.(
_________________________________________________________________________________________________(

(
(
(
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Video&Lesson&2:&Natural&Transmutation&
1. Which(type(of(radiation(–(alpha,&beta,&or&gamma:(

1. Results(in(the(greatest(change(in(atomic(number?(Why?(
_____________________________________________________________________________________________(

2. Results(in(the(least(change(in(atomic(number?(Why?(
_____________________________________________________________________________________________(

3. Produces(the(greatest(change(in(mass(number?(Why?(
_____________________________________________________________________________________________(

4. Produces(the(least(change(in(mass(number?(Why?(
_____________________________________________________________________________________________(

Rules&to&determine&the&identity&of&an&unknown&reactant&or&product&in&a&nuclear&
reaction:&
(

1. Find(the(masses(&(charges(of(the(known(particles(using(Table(O(&(the(periodic(table(
if(necessary(

(
2. Use(the(Law(of(Conservation(of(Matter(to(obtain(the(mass(of(the(unknown(particle(

(
3. Use(the(Law(of(Conservation(of(Charge(to(obtain(the(charge(of(the(unknown(particle.(

(
4. If(the(unknown(particle(is(a(form(of(radiation,(find(its(symbol(on(Table(O(

(
5. If(the(unknown(particle(is(an(element,(find(its(symbol(on(the(periodic(table(by(

matching(its(nuclear(charge(w/(the(appropriate(atomic(#(
&
( Practice(Examples( ( ( (Alpha,(Beta(or(Positron)(
(

1. 233U(!(4He(((+(((_____( ( ( Decay(Mode(=(__________(
(

2. 234Th(!(234Pa(((+(((_____( ( Decay(Mode(=(__________(
(

3. _____!((0e((+(((90Y( ( ( Decay(Mode(=(__________(
(

4. 19Ne(!((0e((+((_____( ( ( Decay(Mode(=(__________(
(

5. 53Fe(!(53Mn((+((_____( ( ( Decay(Mode(=(__________(
(

6. 222Rn(!(218Po((+((_____( ( Decay(Mode(=(__________(
(

7. _____(!(216At((+((α & & & Decay(Mode(=(__________(
(

8. 99Ag(!(β+(+((_____( ( ( Decay(Mode(=(__________(
(

9. _____(!(β O(+((14N( ( ( Decay(Mode(=(__________(
(

92& 2&

90& 91&

+1& ((

+1(

26&

85&
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Table&N(lists(the(most(common(decay(modes(for(nuclei(that(undergo(natural(radioactivity(
(
Write(balanced(equations(for(each(of(the(following(nuclear(reactions:(
(

1. natural(decay(of(PuD239(
(
(
(

2. natural(decay(of(hydrogenD3(
(
(
(

3. natural(decay(of(KD37(
(
(
(

4. natural(decay(of(phosphorusD32(
(
(
(

5. natural(decay(of(UD235(
(
(
(

6. natural(decay(of(calciumD37(
(
(
(

. KryptonD85(undergoes(natural(decay(
(
(

. NeD19(emits(a(positron(
(
(

. ThoriumD232(undergoes(natural(decay(
(
(
TcD99(emits(a(beta(particle(
(
(
. IronD53(undergoes(natural(decay(
(
(
. FrD220(emits(an(alpha(particle((
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Multiple&Choice&

1. _____(Which(term(identifies(a(type(of(nuclear(reaction?(
1. Transmutation(
2. Neutralization(

3. Deposition(
4. Reduction(

(
2. _____(In(which(type(of(reaction(is(an(atom(of(one(element(converted(to(an(atom(of(a(

different(element?(
1. Decomposition(
2. Neutralization(

3. Saponification(
4. Transmutation(

(
3. _____(Which(equation(represents(natural(transmutation?(

1. 105 !((+(
4
2!"((!(105 !((+(

10
5 !(((

2. 1Ͷ6 !((!((147 !(((+((e
D(

3. S(+(2eD((!((S2D(
4. Na(!(Na+((+(eD(

(
4. _____(In(the(equation:((

239
90 !ℎ(((!((23991 !"(((+((X(

The(symbol(X(represents(

1. 0
+1!(((

2. 0
−1!(

3. 1!!(((((

4. 11!(((
(

5. _____(Radioactive(cobaltD60(is(used(in(radiation(therapy(treatment.(CobaltD60(
undergoes(beta(decay.(This(type(of(nuclear(reaction(is(called(

1. Natural(transmutation(
2. Artificial(transmutation(
3. Nuclear(fusion(
4. Nuclear(fission(

(
&
&
&
&
&
&
&
&
&
&
&
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Lesson&3:&Artificial&Transmutation&and&Nuclear&Energy&
(
Artificial&Transmutation&is(a(transmutation(that(occurs(from(bombarding(a(stable(
( nucleus(with(highDenergy(particles((proton,(neutron(or(alpha(particle)(
(
Write(balanced(nuclear(equations(for(the(following(reactions:(
(

1. KD42(reacts(w/(a(neutron(to(produce(an(alpha(particle(&(another(substance.(
(
(

2. RubidiumD85(reacts(w/(a(proton(to(produce(a(neutron(&(another(substance.(
(
(

3. Colliding(NitrogenD14(w/(a(neutron(to(produce(a(proton(&(another(substance.(
(
(

4. BeD9(is(collided(w/(another(particle(to(produce(LiD6(&(HeD4.(
(
(

5. AlD27(is(bombarded(w/(an(alpha(particle(to(produce(a(neutron(&(another(substance.(
(
(
(
(
((
((
(
(
(
(
(
(
(
(
(
(
(

(
(
(
(
(
(
(
(
(

(
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Nuclear&Energy:(Nuclear(reactions(involve(energies(that(are(millions(of(times(greater(than(
ordinary(chemical(reactions.((Energies(of(these(magnitudes(are(often(the(result(of(the(
conversion(of(mass(into(energy.(((

There(are(2(types(of(nuclear(reactions(that(can(produce(these(extremely(large(
quantities(of(energy:((Fission&&&Fusion.&

&
1
0!((+((

235
92 !((!((23692 !((!((14256 !"((+((

91
36!"((+(3

1
0!((+((energy(

(
(
(
(
2
1!(+(

2
1!((!(42!"((+((energy(

(
(
(

Multiple&Choice:&
(

1. _____(High(energy(is(a(requirement(for(fusion(reactions(to(occur(because(the(nuclei(
involved(

1. attract(each(other(because(they(have(like(charges(
2. attract(each(other(because(they(have(unlike(charge(
3. repel(each(other(because(they(have(like(charge(
4. repel(each(other(because(they(have(unlike(charges(

(
2. _____(When(a(uranium(nucleus(breaks(up(into(fragments,(which(type(of(nuclear(

reaction(occurs?(
1. fusion(
2. fission(

3. replacement(
4. redox

(
3. _____(Which(pair(of(nuclei(can(undergo(a(fusion(reaction?(

1. potassiumD40(&(cadmiumD11(
2. (zincD64(&(calciumD44(
3. uraniumD238(&(leadD208(
4. hydrogenD2(&(hydrogenD3(

(
4. _____(Which(process(is(represented(by(the(following(reaction?(

(
2
1!(+(

2
1!((!(42!"((+((energy(

1. fission((
2. fusion(

3. artificial(transmutation(
4. alpha(decay

(
5. _____(During(a(fission(reaction,(which(type(of(particle(is(captured(by(a(nucleus?(

1. deuteron( (
2. electron(

3. neutron( (
4. proton
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(
6. ______(What(is(the(primary(result(of(a(fission(reaction?(

1. (conversion(of(mass(to(energy(
2. (conversion(of(energy(to(mass(
3. (binding(together(of(two(heavy(nuclei(

(
7. _____(Compared(to(an(ordinary(chemical(reaction,(a(fission(reaction(will:(

1. release(smaller(amount(of(energy(
2. release(larger(amounts(of(energy(
3. absorb(small(amounts(of(energy(
4. absorb(larger(amounts(of(energy(

(
8. ______(Which(type(of(reaction(produces(energy(&(intensely(radioactive(waste(

products?(
1. fusion(of(tritium(&(deuterium(
2. fission(of(uranium((
3. burning(of(heating(oil(
4. burning(of(wood(

(
9. ______(Which(process(occurs(in(a(controlled(fusion(reaction?(

1. light(nuclei(collide(to(produce(heavier(nuclei(
2. heavy(nuclei(collide(to(produce(lighter(nuclei(
3. neutron(bombardment(splits(light(nuclei(
4. neutron(bombardment(splits(heavy(nuclei(

(
10. (_____(Consider(the(following(reaction:(((

(
1n(+(235U(DD>(236U(DD>(142Ba(+(91Kr(+(3(1n(+(energy(
0(((((((((92((((((((((((92((((((((((((56((((((((((36(((((((((((((0&

(
This(equation(is(an(example(of:(

1. Fission(
2. (fusion((
3. natural(decay(
4. (endothermic(

(
11. _____(Which(risk(is(associated(with(using(nuclear(fission(to(produce(energy(in(a(

power(plant?(
1. Depletion(of(hydrocarbons(
2. Depletion(of(atmospheric(oxygen(
3. Exposure(of(workers(to(radiation(
4. Exposure(of(workers(to(sulfur(dioxide(

(
&
&
&
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&
Video&Lesson&4:&Half&Life&
(
(
(
(
(
(
&
&
&
&
&
&
&
&
&
&
&
&
&
&
&
&
&
&
&
&
&
&
&
&
&
&
&
&

1. How(many(grams(of(radon(would(be(present(after(4(days?( ________________________(

2. How(many(grams(of(radon(would(be(present(after(12(days?( ________________________(

3. How(many(grams(of(radon(would(be(present(after(24(days?( ________________________(

4. If(8(g(of(radon(are(left,(what(is(the(time(that(elapsed?( ( ________________________(

5. How(many(grams(of(radon(would(be(present(after(6(days?( ________________________(

(
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A&halfOlife&is&the&time&required&for&half&of&a&sample&of&radioactive&substance&to&
disintegrate.&After&two&halfOlives,&oneOquarter&of&the&original&sample&will&remain,&and&
so&on.&
(
1. How(much(of(a(200.0(g(sample(of(198Au(is(left(after(8.10(days(if(its(halfDlife(is(2.70(days?(
(
(
(
(
(
2. A(100.0(g(sample(of(16N(decays(to(12.5(g(in(14.4(seconds.(What(is(the(halfDlife?(
(
(
(
(
(
3. The(halfDlife(of(42K(is(12.4(hours.(How(much(of(a(500.0(g(sample(is(left(after(62.0(hours?(
(
(
(
(
(
4. What(is(the(halfDlife(of(99Tc(if(a(750.0(g(sample(decays(to(46.875(g(in(639,000(years?(
(
(
(
(
5. CoD60(halfDlife(is(5.271( a ,approximately(what(fraction(of(CoD60(sample(remains(after(

21.084(years?((
(
(
(
(
(
6. A(sample(of(goldD198(decays(to(1.0(g(in(13.475(days.(GoldD198(has(a(halfDlife(of(2.695(

days.(What(was(the(mass(of(the(original(sample?(
(
(
(
(
(
7. An(80(mg(sample(of(a(radioactive(isotope(decays(to(5(mg(in(32(days.(What(is(the(halfDlife(

of(this(element?(
(
&
&
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Multiple&Choice:&
1. _____(What(is(the(total(number(of(years(that(must(pass(before(only(25.00(grams(of(an(

original(100.00(gram(sample(of(CD14(remains(unchanged?(
1. 2865(y(
2. 57 (y(

3. 114 0(y(
4. 17190(y(

(
2. _____(Which(nuclide(has(a(halfDlife(that(is(less(than(one(minute?(

1. CesiumD137(
2. FranciumD220(

3. PhosphorusD32(
4. StrontiumD90(

(
3. _____(Which(fraction(of(an(original(20.00(gram(sample(of(nitrogenD16(remains(

unchanged(after(3  seconds?(
1. 1/5(
2. 1/8(

3. 1/16(
4. 1/32(

(
4. _____(What(is(the(half(–life(and(decay(mode(of(RnD222?(

1. 1.91(days(and(alpha(decay(
2. 1.91(days(and(beta(decay(
3. 3.82(days(and(alpha(decay(
4. 3.82(days(and(beta(decay(

(
5. _____(After(32(days,(5(milligrams(of(an(80(milligram(sample(of(a(radioactive(isotope(

remains(unchanged.(What(is(the(halfDlife(of(this(element?(
1. 8(days(
2. 2(days(

3. 16(days(
4. 4(days(

(
Constructed&Response:&
Base&your&answer&to&the&next&2&questions&on&the&information&below&and&on&your&knowledge&of&
chemistry. 
(
Illuminated(EXIT(signs(are(used(in(public(buildings(such(as(schools.(If(the(word(EXIT(is(
green,(the(sign(may(contain(the(radioisotope(tritium,(hydrogenD3.(The(tritium(is(a(gas(
sealed(in(glass(tubes.(The(emissions(from(the(decay(of(the(tritium(gas(cause(a(coating(on(the(
inside(of(the(tubes(to(glow. 
(

1. Complete(the(nuclear(equation(for(the(radioactive(decay(of(tritium,(by(writing(a(
notation(for(the(missing(product.(

3
1!((!( 0−1!((+((_____________(

(
2. Determine(the(fraction(of(an(original(sample(of(tritium(that(remains(unchanged(after(

24.62(years.((
&
&
&
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1. Base your answer to the following question on
the information below.

The radioisotopes carbon-14 and nitrogen-16 are present in a living organism. Carbon-14 is commonly used to
date a once-living organism.
A sample of wood is found to contain 1/8 as much C-14 as is present in the wood of a living tree. What is the
approximate age, in years, of this sample of wood?

A) 1/2 B) 1/4 C) 1/8 D) 1/16

2. A radioactive isotope has a half-life of 2.5 years. Which
fraction of the original mass remains unchanged after 10.
years?

A) 1
2

B) 1
3

C) 1
4

D) 1
8

3. What fraction of a Sr-90 sample remains unchanged after
87.3 years?

A) 3.0 h B) 9.6 h C) 12 h D) 24 h

4. After decaying for 48 hours,  of the original mass of a
radioisotope sample remains unchanged. What is the
half-life of this radioisotope?

A) 2865 y B) 5730 y
C) 11 460 y D) 17 145 y

5. What is the total number of years that must pass before only
12.50 grams of an original 100.0-gram sample of C-14
remains unchanged?

A) 2.87 d B) 3.82 d
C) 11.46 d D) 34.38 d

6. What is the half-life of a radioisotope if 25.0 grams of an
original 200.-gram sample of the isotope remains
unchanged after 11.46 days?

A) 1.04s B) 2.08s C) 4.16s D) 8.3s

7. An original sample of a radioisotope had a mass of 80.0
milligrams. Only 20.0 milligrams of this original sample
remain unchanged after 8.32 seconds. What is the half-life
of this radioisotope?

A) 8.0 B) 16 C) 20. D) 24

8. In how many days will a 12-gram sample of  decay,
leaving a total of 1.5 grams of the original isotope?
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Video&Lesson&5:&Uses&for&Radioisotopes&
Radiation(is(used(by(doctors(to(diagnose(illness(and(helps(archaeologists(find(the(age(of(

ancient(artifacts.(Electricity(produced(by(nuclear(fission(DD(splitting(the(atom(DD(is(one(of(its(greatest(
uses.(A(reliable(source(of(electricity(is(needed(to(give(us(light,(help(to(groom(and(feed(us,(and(to(
keep(our(homes(and(businesses(running.(Let(me(give(you(some(specific(examples(of(how(the(
radiation(has(been(used(to(DD(

• Diagnose(and(treat(illnesses(
• Kill(bacteria(and(preserve(food(without(chemicals(and(refrigeration(
• Process(sludge(for(fertilizer(and(soil(conditioner(
• Locate(underground(natural(resources(and(tell(a(dry(hole(from(a(gusher(
• Make(smoke(detectors,(nonstick(fry(pans,(and(ice(cream(
• Grow(stronger(crops(
• Power(satellites(and(provide(future(electrical(needs(for(space(laboratories(with(

people(on(board(
• Design(instruments,(techniques,(and(equipment;(measure(air(pollution(
• Prove(the(age(of(works(of(art(and(assist(in(determining(their(authenticity(

RADIATION&IN&MEDICINE&
XDrays(are(a(type(of(radiation(that(can(pass(through(our(skin.(Our(bones(are(denser(than(our(

skin,(so(when(xDrayed,(bones(and(other(dense(materials(cast(shadows(that(can(be(detected(on(
photographic(film.(The(effect(is(similar(to(placing(a(pencil(behind(a(piece(of(paper(and(holding(them(
in(front(of(a(light.(The(shadow(of(the(pencil(is(revealed(because(most(light(has(enough(energy(to(
pass(through(the(paper,(while(the(denser(pencil(stops(all(the(light.(The(difference(is(that(we(need(
film(to(see(the(xDrays(for(us.(

Today,(doctors(and(dentists(use(xDrays(to(see(structures(inside(our(bodies.(This(allows(them(
to(spot(broken(bones(and(dental(problems.(XDray(machines(have(now(been(connected(to(computers(
in(the(development(of(machines(called(CAT(scanners.(These(instruments(provide(doctors(with(color(
TV(pictures(that(show(the(shape(of(internal(organs.(
Approximately(10(million(nuclear(medicine(procedures(are(performed(in(the(United(States(
annually.(Diagnostic(xDrays(and(or(radiation(therapy(were(administered(to(about(seven(out(of(every(
10(Americans.(Medical(procedures(using(radiation(have(saved(thousands(of(lives(through(the(
detection(and(treatment(of(conditions(ranging(from(hyperthyroidism(to(bone(cancer.(

In(such(procedures,(doctors(administer(slightly(radioactive(substances(to(patients,(which(
are(attracted(to(certain(internal(organs(such(as(the(pancreas,(kidney,(thyroid,(liver,(or(brain,(to(
diagnose(clinical(conditions.(Moreover,(radiation(is(often(used(to(treat(certain(types(of(cancer.(
Radioactive(iodine,(specifically(iodineD131,(is(being(used(frequently(to(treat(thyroid(cancer,(a(
disease(which(strikes(about(11,000(Americans(every(year.(
RADIATION&IN&SCIENCE&

Radiation(is(used(in(science(in(many(ways.(Just(as(doctors(can(label(substances(inside(
people's(bodies,(scientists(can(label(substances(that(pass(through(plants,(animals,(or(our(world.(This(
allows(us(to(study(such(things(as(the(paths(that(different(types(of(air(and(water(pollution(take(
through(the(environment.(

It(has(also(helped(us(learn(more(about(a(wide(variety(of(things,(such(as(what(types(of(soil(
different(plants(need(to(grow,(the(size(of(newly(discovered(oil(fields,(and(the(track(of(ocean(
currents.(

Scientists(use(radioactive(substances(to(find(the(age(of(ancient(objects(by(a(process(called(
carbon(dating.(For(example,(in(the(upper(levels(of(our(atmosphere,(cosmic(rays(hit(nitrogen(atoms(
and(form(a(naturally(radioactive(isotope(called(carbonD14.(Carbon(is(found(in(all(living(things,(and(a(
small(percentage(of(this(carbon(is(carbonD14.(When(a(plant(or(animal(dies,(it(no(longer(takes(in(new(
carbon(and(the(carbonD14(it(contains(begins(the(process(of(radioactive(decay.(
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However,(new(isotopes(of(carbonD14(continue(to(be(formed(in(our(atmosphere,(and(after(a(
few(years(the(percent(of(radioactivity(in(an(old(object(is(less(than(it(is(in(a(newer(one.(By(measuring(
this(difference,(scientists(are(able(to(determine(how(old(certain(objects(are.(The(measuring(process(
is(called(carbon(dating.(
RADIATION&IN&INDUSTRY&

We(could(talk(all(day(about(the(many(and(varied(uses(of(radiation(in(industry(and(not(
complete(the(list.(To(make(a(long(story(short,(we'll(just(concentrate(on(a(few.(Exposure(to(some(
types(of(radiation((for(example,(xDrays)(can(kill(germs(without(harming(the(items(that(are(being(
disinfected(or(making(them(radioactive.(For(example,(when(treated(with(radiation,(foods(take(much(
longer(to(spoil,(and(medical(equipment(such(as(bandages,(hypodermic(syringes,(and(surgical(
instruments(don't(have(to(be(exposed(to(toxic(chemicals(or(extreme(heat(to(be(sterilized.(Although(
we(now(use(chlorine,(a(toxic(and(difficultDtoDhandle(chemical,(we(may(use(radiation(in(the(future(to(
disinfect(our(drinking(water(and(even(kill(all(the(germs(in(our(sewage.(Ultraviolet(light(is(already(
being(used(to(disinfect(drinking(water(in(some(homes.(

The(agricultural(industry(makes(use(of(radiation(to(improve(food(production.(Plant(seeds,(
for(example,(have(been(exposed(to(radiation(to(bring(about(new(and(better(types(of(plants.(Besides(
making(plants(stronger,(radiation(can(also(be(used(to(control(insect(populations,(thereby(decreasing(
the(use(of(pesticides.(
Engineers(use(radioactive(substances(to(measure(the(thickness(of(materials(and(an(xDray(process(
called(radiography(to(find(hard(to(detect(defects(in(many(types(of(metals(and(machines.(
Radiography(is(also(used(to(check(such(things(as(the(flow(of(oil(in(sealed(engines(and(the(rate(and(
way(various(materials(wear(out.(And(we've(already(talked(about(the(use(of(the(radioactive(element(
uranium,(which(is(used(as(a(fuel(to(make(electricity(for(our(cities,(farms,(towns,(factories,(etc.(

In(outer(space,(radioactive(materials(are(also(used(to(power(spacecraft.(Such(materials(have(
also(been(used(to(supply(electricity(to(satellites(sent(on(missions(to(the(outermost(regions(of(our(
solar(system.(
Radiation(has(been(used(to(help(clean(up(toxic(pollutants,(such(as(exhaust(gases(from(coalDfired(
power(stations(and(industry.(Sulfur(dioxides(and(nitrogen(oxides,(for(example,(can(be(removed(by(
electron(beam(radiation.(

As(you(can(see,(radiation(and(radioactive(materials(have(played(and(will(continue(to(play(a(
very(significant(role(in(our(lives.(Let's(sum(up(this(discussion(with(a(walk(through(the(life(of(a(
typical(family(for(one(day(and(learn(about(some(of(the(uses(of(radiation.((

Dad(gets(up(in(the(morning(and(puts(on(a(clean(shirt.(His(polyesterDcotton(blend(shirt(is(
made(from(chemically(treated(fabric(that(has(been(irradiated((treated(with(radiation)(before(being(
exposed(to(a(soilDreleasing(agent.(The(radiation(makes(the(chemicals(bind(to(the(fabric,(keeping(his(
shirt(fresh(and(pressed(all(day.(The(shirt(is(not(radioactive.(

In(the(kitchen,(Jenny(is(frying(an(egg.(That(nonstick(pan(she(is(using(has(been(treated(with(
gamma(rays,(and(the(thickness(of(the(eggshell(was(measured(by(a(gauge(containing(radioactive(
material(before(going(into(the(egg(cartoon.(Thin,(breakable(eggs(were(screened(out.(The(turkey(
Mom(is(taking(out(of(the(refrigerator(for(tonight's(dinner(was(covered(with(irradiated(polyethylene(
shrinkDwrap.(Once(polyethylene(has(been(irradiated,(it(can(be(heated(above(its(usual(melting(point(
and(wrapped(around(the(turkey(to(provide(an(airtight(cover.(

As(Dad(drives(to(work,(he(passes(reflective(signs(that(have(been(treated(with(radioactive(
tritium(and(phosphorescent(paint.(During(lunch,(brother(Bob(has(some(ice(cream.(The(amount(of(air(
whipped(into(that(ice(cream(was(measured(by(a(radioisotopic(gauge.(After(you(and(your(family(
return(home(this(evening,(some(of(you(may(have(soda(and(others(may(sit(and(relax.(Nuclear(science(
is(at(work(here:(The(soda(bottle(was(carefully(filled(DD(a(radiation(detector(prevented(spillover.(And(
your(family(is(safe(at(home(because(the(ionizing(smoke(detector,(using(a(tiny(bit(of(americiumD241,(
will(keep(watch(over(you(while(you(sleep.(
(
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Questions:&&
1. How(can(we(use(radioactive(isotopes(to(detect(illness?(

(
(
(

2. How(can(we(use(radiation(to(detect(weakness(in(the(construction(of(buildings?(
(
(
(

3. Have(you(ever(had(a(bone(xDray?(Teeth(xDrayed?(How(did(this(help(your(doctor(or(
dentist(treat(you?(

(
(
(

4. Do(you(think(additional(radiation(received(when(people(have(medical(xDrays,(about(
40(millirems(per(year,(is(worth(the(benefits(they(receive?(

(
(
(

5. Are(there(advantages(to(using(radiation(instead(of(pesticides(to(control(pests,(such(
as(insects?(

(
(
(
Multiple&Choice:&

1. _____(The(decay(of(which(radioisotope(can(be(used(to(estimate(the(age(of(the(
fossilized(remains(of(an(insect?(

1. RnD222(
2. ID131(

3. CoD60(
4. CD14(

(
2. _____(Which(radioisotope(is(used(for(diagnosing(thyroid(disorders?(

1. UD238(
2. PbD206(

3. ID131(
4. CoD60(

(
3. _____(CobaltD60(and(idodineD131(are(radioactive(isotopes(that(are(used(in((

1. Dating(geological(formations(
2. Industrial(measurements(
3. Medical(procedures(
4. Nuclear(power(

(
4. _____(Which(radioactive(isotope(is(used(in(treating(cancer?(

1. CarbonD14(
2. CobaltD60(

3. LeadD206(
4. UruaniumD238(

(
(
(
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5. _____(The(course(of(a(chemical(reaction(can(be(traced(by(using(a((
1. Polar(molecule(
2. Diatomic(molecule(

3. Stable(isotope(
4. Radioisotope(

(
Constructed&Response:&
Base&your&answer&to&the&next&3&questions&on&the&information&below&and&on&your&knowledge&of&
chemistry. 

CobaltD60(is(commonly(used(as(a(source(of(radiation(for(the(prevention(of(food(
spoilage.(Bombarding(cobaltD59(nuclei(with(neutrons(produces(the(nuclide(cobaltD60.(A(
food(irradiation(facility(replaces(the(cobaltD60,(a(source(of(gamma(rays,(when(the(
radioactivity(level(falls(to(1/8(of(its(initial(level.(The(nuclide(cesiumD137(is(also(a(source(of(
radiation(for(the(prevention(of(food(spoilage(
(

1. Complete(the(nuclear(equation(below(for(the(decay(of(cesiumD137.(Your(response(
must(include(the(symbol,(atomic(number,(and(mass(number(of(the(missing(particle.(

(
137
55 !"((!(( 0−1!((+((_______________(

(
(

2. Determine(the(total(number(of(years(that(elapse(before(an(original(cobaltD60(source(
in(an(irradiation(facility(must(be(replaced.(

(
(
(
(

3. Identify&one(emission(spontaneously(released(by(a(cobaltD60(nucleus.((
(
_________________________________________________________________________________________________(

(
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�� QHXWUDOL]DWLRQ

�� GHSRVLWLRQ
�� UHGXFWLRQ

��� :KLFK�WHUP�LGHQWLILHV�D�W\SH�RI�QXFOHDU�UHDFWLRQ"

�� FRQGHQVDWLRQ
�� YDSRUL]DWLRQ
�� VLQJOH�UHSODFHPHQW
�� QDWXUDO�WUDQVPXWDWLRQ

��� :KLFK�WHUP�UHSUHVHQWV�D�W\SH�RI�QXFOHDU�UHDFWLRQ"
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�� FRPEXVWLRQ
�� GHFRPSRVLWLRQ

�� VDSRQLILFDWLRQ
�� WUDQVPXWDWLRQ

��� *LYHQ�WKH�EDODQFHG�HTXDWLRQ�UHSUHVHQWLQJ�D
UHDFWLRQ�

:KLFK�W\SH�RI�UHDFWLRQ�LV�UHSUHVHQWHG�E\�WKLV
HTXDWLRQ"

��

��

��

��

��� :KLFK�QXFOHDU�HTXDWLRQ�UHSUHVHQWV�D�QDWXUDO
WUDQVPXWDWLRQ"

�� UHGR[�UHDFWLRQ
�� ILVVLRQ�UHDFWLRQ
�� VXEVWLWXWLRQ�UHDFWLRQ
�� QHXWUDOL]DWLRQ�UHDFWLRQ

��� 7KH�JUHDWHVW�DPRXQW�RI�HQHUJ\�UHOHDVHG�SHU�JUDP
RI�UHDFWDQWV�RFFXUV�GXULQJ�D

�� IHUPHQWDWLRQ
�� GHSRVLWLRQ

�� UHGXFWLRQ
�� ILVVLRQ

��� :KLFK�WHUP�LGHQWLILHV�D�W\SH�RI�QXFOHDU�UHDFWLRQ"

�� �±�H �� ��+ �� ��+ �� ��Q

��� *LYHQ�WKH�EDODQFHG�HTXDWLRQ�UHSUHVHQWLQJ�D
QXFOHDU�UHDFWLRQ�

�����8�����Q� ������%D�������.U����;���HQHUJ\
:KLFK�SDUWLFOH�LV�UHSUHVHQWHG�E\�;"

�� ILVVLRQ
�� IXVLRQ

�� DOSKD�GHFD\
�� EHWD�GHFD\

��� 7KH�GLDJUDP�EHORZ�UHSUHVHQWV�D�QXFOHDU�UHDFWLRQ
LQ�ZKLFK�D�QHXWURQ�ERPEDUGV�D�KHDY\�QXFOHXV�

:KLFK�W\SH�RI�UHDFWLRQ�GRHV�WKH�GLDJUDP�LOOXVWUDWH"

�� UHOHDVH�VPDOOHU�DPRXQWV�RI�HQHUJ\
�� UHOHDVH�ODUJHU�DPRXQWV�RI�HQHUJ\
�� DEVRUE�VPDOOHU�DPRXQWV�RI�HQHUJ\
�� DEVRUE�ODUJHU�DPRXQWV�RI�HQHUJ\

��� &RPSDUHG�WR�DQ�RUGLQDU\�FKHPLFDO�UHDFWLRQ��D
ILVVLRQ�UHDFWLRQ�ZLOO

��
��

��
��

��� :KLFK�EDODQFHG�HTXDWLRQ�UHSUHVHQWV�QXFOHDU
IXVLRQ"

��
��
��

��

��� :KLFK�EDODQFHG�HTXDWLRQ�UHSUHVHQWV�QXFOHDU
IXVLRQ"

�� FRPEXVWLRQ
�� UHGXFWLRQ

�� QXFOHDU�ILVVLRQ
�� QXFOHDU�IXVLRQ

��� ,Q�ZKLFK�W\SH�RI�UHDFWLRQ�GR�WZR�OLJKWHU�QXFOHL
FRPELQH�WR�IRUP�RQH�KHDYLHU�QXFOHXV"

�� �� �� ��

��� *LYHQ�WKH�QXFOHDU�HTXDWLRQ�

:KLFK�SDUWLFOH�LV�UHSUHVHQWHG�E\� "

��

��
��

��

��� :KLFK�HTXDWLRQ�UHSUHVHQWV�WKH�UDGLRDFWLYH�GHFD\�RI
"

�� �� �� ��

��� *LYHQ�WKH�QXFOHDU�UHDFWLRQ�

:KDW�GRHV�;�UHSUHVHQW�LQ�WKLV�UHDFWLRQ"

�� FKDUJH
�� HQHUJ\

�� LVRPHUV
�� YROXPH

��� 'XULQJ�D�QXFOHDU�UHDFWLRQ��PDVV�LV�FRQYHUWHG�LQWR
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�� D�FKHPLFDO�UHDFWLRQ�DQG�PDVV�EHLQJ�FRQYHUWHG
WR�HQHUJ\

�� D�FKHPLFDO�UHDFWLRQ�DQG�HQHUJ\�EHLQJ
FRQYHUWHG�WR�PDVV

�� D�QXFOHDU�UHDFWLRQ�DQG�PDVV�EHLQJ�FRQYHUWHG
WR�HQHUJ\

�� D�QXFOHDU�UHDFWLRQ�DQG�HQHUJ\�EHLQJ�FRQYHUWHG
WR�PDVV

��� *LYHQ�WKH�HTXDWLRQ�UHSUHVHQWLQJ�D�UHDFWLRQ�ZKHUH
WKH�PDVVHV�DUH�H[SUHVVHG�LQ�DWRPLF�PDVV�XQLWV�

K\GURJHQ�����K\GURJHQ���o�KHOLXP�����������î���
����N-
����������X��������������X�������������X

:KLFK�SKUDVH�GHVFULEHV�WKLV�UHDFWLRQ"

�� &����DQG�&���
�� &R����DQG�&R���

�� ,�����DQG�;H����
�� 8�����DQG�3E����

��� :KLFK�QXFOLGHV�DUH�XVHG�WR�GDWH�WKH�UHPDLQV�RI�D
RQFH�OLYLQJ�RUJDQLVP"

�� &���
�� 8����

�� &R���
�� 3E����

��� :KLFK�LVRWRSH�LV�XVHG�WR�WUHDW�FDQFHU"

�� &R���
�� ,����

�� &���
�� 8����

��� :KLFK�UDGLRLVRWRSH�LV�XVHG�WR�WUHDW�WK\URLG
GLVRUGHUV"

�� DFLG�UDLQ
�� KHOLXP�JDV
�� JUHHQKRXVH�JDVHV��VXFK�DV�&2�

�� UDGLRLVRWRSHV�ZLWK�ORQJ�KDOI�OLYHV

��� $�VHULRXV�ULVN�IDFWRU�DVVRFLDWHG�ZLWK�WKH�RSHUDWLRQ
RI�D�QXFOHDU�SRZHU�SODQW�LV�WKH�SURGXFWLRQ�RI

�� $�VPDOO�TXDQWLW\�RI�HQHUJ\�LV�SURGXFHG�
�� 5HDFWLRQ�SURGXFWV�FRQWULEXWH�WR�DFLG�UDLQ�
�� ,W�LV�LPSRVVLEOH�WR�FRQWURO�QXFOHDU�ILVVLRQ�
�� ,W�LV�GLIILFXOW�WR�GLVSRVH�RI�ZDVWHV�

��� :KDW�LV�D�SUREOHP�FRPPRQO\�DVVRFLDWHG�ZLWK
QXFOHDU�SRZHU�IDFLOLWLHV"

�� 7KH\�IUHTXHQWO\�KDYH�VKRUW�KDOI�OLYHV�DQG
UHPDLQ�UDGLRDFWLYH�IRU�EULHI�SHULRGV�RI�WLPH�

�� 7KH\�IUHTXHQWO\�KDYH�VKRUW�KDOI�OLYHV�DQG
UHPDLQ�UDGLRDFWLYH�IRU�H[WHQGHG�SHULRGV�RI
WLPH�

�� 7KH\�IUHTXHQWO\�KDYH�ORQJ�KDOI�OLYHV�DQG
UHPDLQ�UDGLRDFWLYH�IRU�EULHI�SHULRGV�RI�WLPH�

�� 7KH\�IUHTXHQWO\�KDYH�ORQJ�KDOI�OLYHV�DQG
UHPDLQ�UDGLRDFWLYH�IRU�H[WHQGHG�SHULRGV�RI
WLPH�

��� :KLFK�VWDWHPHQW�H[SODLQV�ZK\�QXFOHDU�ZDVWH
PDWHULDOV�PD\�SRVH�D�SUREOHP"
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%DVH�\RXU�DQVZHUV�WR�TXHVWLRQV����WKURXJK����RQ�
WKH�LQIRUPDWLRQ�EHORZ�DQG�RQ�\RXU�NQRZOHGJH�RI�FKHPLVWU\�

�����$�EUHHGHU�UHDFWRU�LV�RQH�W\SH�RI�QXFOHDU�UHDFWRU��,Q�D�EUHHGHU�UHDFWRU��XUDQLXP�����LV�WUDQVIRUPHG�LQ�D
VHULHV�RI�QXFOHDU�UHDFWLRQV�LQWR�SOXWRQLXP�����
�����7KH�SOXWRQLXP�����FDQ�XQGHUJR�ILVVLRQ�DV�VKRZQ�LQ�WKH�HTXDWLRQ�EHORZ��7KH�;�UHSUHVHQWV�D�PLVVLQJ
SURGXFW�LQ�WKH�HTXDWLRQ�

��� :ULWH�D�QRWDWLRQ�IRU�WKH�QXFOLGH�UHSUHVHQWHG�E\�PLVVLQJ�SURGXFW�;�LQ�WKLV�HTXDWLRQ�

��� &RPSDUH�WKH�DPRXQW�RI�HQHUJ\�UHOHDVHG�E\���PROH�RI�FRPSOHWHO\�IOVVLRQHG�SOXWRQLXP�����WR�WKH�DPRXQW
RI�HQHUJ\�UHOHDVHG�E\�WKH�FRPSOHWH�FRPEXVWLRQ�RI���PROH�RI�PHWKDQH�

��� %DVHG�RQ�7DEOH�1��LGHQWLI<�WKH�GHFD\�PRGH�RI�WKH�SOXWRQLXP�UDGLRLVRWRSH�SURGXFHG�LQ�WKH�EUHHGHU
UHDFWRU�

��� 'HWHUPLQH�WKH�QXPEHU�RI�QHXWURQV�LQ�DQ�DWRP�RI�WKH�XUDQLXP�LVRWRSH�XVHG�LQ�WKH�EUHHGHU�UHDFWRU�

��� 1XFOHDU�UDGLDWLRQ�LV�KDUPIXO�WR�OLYLQJ�FHOOV��SDUWLFXODUO\�WR�IDVW�JURZLQJ�FHOOV��VXFK�DV�FDQFHU�FHOOV�DQG
EORRG�FHOOV��$Q�H[WHUQDO�EHDP�RI�WKH�UDGLDWLRQ�HPLWWHG�IURP�D�UDGLRLVRWRSH�FDQ�EH�GLUHFWHG�RQ�D�VPDOO
DUHD�RI�D�SHUVRQ�WR�GHVWUR\�FDQFHU�FHOOV�ZLWKLQ�WKH�ERG\�
&REDOW����LV�DQ�DUWLILFLDOO\�SURGXFHG�UDGLRLVRWRSH�WKDW�HPLWV�JDPPD�UD\V�DQG�EHWD�SDUWLFOHV��2QH�KRVSLWDO
NHHSV�D�O�����JUDP�VDPSOH�RI�FREDOW����LQ�DQ�DSSURSULDWH��VHFXUH�VWRUDJH�FRQWDLQHU�IRU�IXWXUH�FDQFHU
WUHDWPHQW�

'HWHUPLQH�WKH�WRWDO�WLPH�WKDW�ZLOO�KDYH�HODSVHG�ZKHQ������JUDPV�RI�WKH�RULJLQDO�&R����VDPSOH�DW�WKH
KRVSLWDO�UHPDLQV�XQFKDQJHG�

��� 1XFOHDU�UDGLDWLRQ�LV�KDUPIXO�WR�OLYLQJ�FHOOV��SDUWLFXODUO\�WR�IDVW�JURZLQJ�FHOOV��VXFK�DV�FDQFHU�FHOOV�DQG
EORRG�FHOOV��$Q�H[WHUQDO�EHDP�RI�WKH�UDGLDWLRQ�HPLWWHG�IURP�D�UDGLRLVRWRSH�FDQ�EH�GLUHFWHG�RQ�D�VPDOO
DUHD�RI�D�SHUVRQ�WR�GHVWUR\�FDQFHU�FHOOV�ZLWKLQ�WKH�ERG\�
&REDOW����LV�DQ�DUWLILFLDOO\�SURGXFHG�UDGLRLVRWRSH�WKDW�HPLWV�JDPPD�UD\V�DQG�EHWD�SDUWLFOHV��2QH�KRVSLWDO
NHHSV�D�O�����JUDP�VDPSOH�RI�FREDOW����LQ�DQ�DSSURSULDWH��VHFXUH�VWRUDJH�FRQWDLQHU�IRU�IXWXUH�FDQFHU
WUHDWPHQW�

&RPSOHWH�WKH�QXFOHDU�HTXDWLRQ�EHORZ�IRU�WKH�EHWD�GHFD\�RI�WKH�&R����E\�ZULWLQJ�DQ�LVRWRSLF�QRWDWLRQ�IRU
WKH�PLVVLQJ�SURGXFW�

������&R� ��±� ���BBBBBBBBBBB

%DVH�\RXU�DQVZHUV�WR�TXHVWLRQV����WKURXJK����RQ�
WKH�LQIRUPDWLRQ�EHORZ�

3RORQLXP�����RFFXUV�QDWXUDOO\��EXW�LV�VFDUFH��3RORQLXP�����LV�SULPDULO\�XVHG�LQ�GHYLFHV�GHVLJQHG�WR�HOLPLQDWH
VWDWLF�HOHFWULFLW\�LQ�PDFKLQHU\��,W�LV�DOVR�XVHG�LQ�EUXVKHV�WR�UHPRYH�GXVW�IURP�FDPHUD�OHQVHV�
3RORQLXP�����FDQ�EH�FUHDWHG�LQ�WKH�ODERUDWRU\�E\�ERPEDUGLQJ�ELVPXWK�����ZLWK�QHXWURQV�WR�FUHDWH
ELVPXWK������7KH�ELVPXWK�����XQGHUJRHV�EHWD�GHFD\�WR�SURGXFH�SRORQLXP������3RORQLXP�����KDV�D�KDOI�OLIH�RI
����GD\V�DQG�XQGHUJRHV�DOSKD�GHFD\�

��� 'HWHUPLQH�WKH�WRWDO�PDVV�RI�DQ�RULJLQDO������PLOOLJUDP�VDPSOH�RI�3R�����WKDW�UHPDLQV�XQFKDQJHG�DIWHU
����GD\V�

��� &RPSOHWH�WKH�QXFOHDU�HTXDWLRQ�IRU�WKH�GHFD\�RI�3R������E\�ZULWLQJ�D�QRWDWLRQ�IRU�WKH�PLVVLQJ�SURGXFW�

��� 6WDWH�RQH�EHQHILFLDO�XVH�RI�3R�����
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